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Beginning JavaServer PagesWrox Press, 2005
JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a cross-platform language that generates dynamic Web pages and uses XML-like tags written in Java to create content. With its latest release, version 2.0, JSP has become an even more powerful tool that beginners often find challenging to learn. This book provides you with an accessible introduction to JSP.
Packed with...
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System Analysis, Design, and Development : Concepts, Principles, and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn to develop systems that meet customer needs and organizational objectives
Successful system development requires formulation and implementation of a sound technical strategy that accurately translates the user's operational needs into a physical solution to comply with their specifications and contract requirements. System Analysis,...
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C# 2.0: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author, has updated and expanded his classic C# reference to cover C# 2.0 -- the newest version of Microsoft's premier programming language designed for .NET development. With carefully crafted explanations, insider tips, and hundreds of examples, this book offers in-depth coverage of all aspects of...
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Resveratrol in Health and Disease (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005

	Practicing evidenced-based medicine some 25 centuries ago, Hippocrates proclaimed "Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food." This advice parallels the common American saying, "You are what you eat," and is supported by a National Institute of Health recommendation to consume as many as eight servings of fruits...
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Mechanisms of Angiogenesis (Experientia Supplementum)Birkhauser, 2005

	Is it advisable to go back from bedside to the bench? During the last decade, few topics encountered such a broad interest in bio- gy and medicine as angiogenesis. The amazing ability of the body to restore blood flow by induction of blood vessel growth as part of an adaptive process has alarmed physicians dealing with diseases in which...
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Brain Tumors (Contemporary Cancer Research)Humana Press, 2005

	Exciting new developments and discoveries of the last two decades are beginning to shed light on the complex biology of brain tumors and are advancing our understa- ing of the cellular and molecular processes involved in their initiation, progression, and clinical and biological behavior. The disease process in brain tumors is quite complex...
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Beginning MySQL (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
As the most popular open source database system in the world, MySQL boasts ease of implementation, minimal overhead, consistent reliability, and low total cost of ownership. This hands-on resource offers you a complete look at MySQL and explains how to implement MySQL and access MySQL with various programming languages.
Using a task-oriented...
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Photoshop Elements 3: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
The recent boom in digital camera sales has created a tremendous demand for simple yet powerful photo-editing software.  This is because experienced users, as well as amateurs, are quickly outgrowing the program that was originally bundled with their cameras.  
 			
 Fortunately, Photoshop Elements 3, the latest...
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Pro ADO.NET 2.0Apress, 2005
Mission control to reader . . . you are now nearing the ADO.NET planet in the .NET
solar system of the Microsoft technology galaxy.Make sure no architectural mistake alien eats
you up for dinner . . .

Learning any new topic is like approaching a new planet. As you approach the planet
from a distance, you first identify its...
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Strategic Knowledge Management TechnologyIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Strategic Knowledge Management Technology is based on the premise that it is difficult, if not impossible, to manage a modern business or public organization without at least some understanding of the planning, use, control and benefits of information technology to support knowledge work in the organization. This book applies the knowledge-based...
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Computational Intelligence: Principles, Techniques and ApplicationsSpringer, 2005
Computational Intelligence: Principles, Techniques and Applications presents both theories and applications of computational intelligence in a clear, precise and highly comprehensive style. The textbook addresses the fundamental aspects of fuzzy sets and logic, neural networks, evolutionary computing and belief networks. The...
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Implementing Database Security and Auditing: Includes Examples for Oracle, SQL Server, DB2 UDB, SybaseDigital Press, 2005
"Today, databases house our 'information crown jewels', but database security is one of the weakest areas of most information security programs. With this excellent book, Ben-Natan empowers you to close this database security gap and raise your database security bar!"   Bruce W. Moulton.  CISO/VP, Fidelity Investments (1995 - 2001)...
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